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Live Life Left

Anshu Gupta, Founder Director,
Goonj, talks about the difference
between empathy and charity,
donating and discarding.

A look at Indian-origin CEOs,
who are ruling the world’s
biggest companies.

Businesses noticing the
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MESSAGE

The Moment
That Matters

Customer delight in B2B industry’s last-mile is not just ‘timely delivery in a
cost-effective way’. It involves customisation and proactive thinking, too.
Prerna Raturi

M

arketers and retail industry
experts have gone to town
talking about the importance of
l a s t- m i l e d e l i v e r y i n t h e B 2 C a n d
e-commerce industries, and justiﬁably so.
At a time when shopping is becoming
increasingly faceless, thanks to the growing
popularity of online shopping, your
“delivery boy” is the real face of the brand
and an interaction with him can either
make for a great customer experience, or
not.
What remains unseen and is not talked
about as much, however, is the importance
of last-mile delivery in the B2B industry,
where the ﬁnal destination could be
anywhere from the location of end consumer to an inland container depot, a
container freight station, a port, or an

airport. It may not seem so, but a problem
there could have a domino eﬀect on the
eventual delay in delivering a pair of sports
shoes to the end consumer living in
Gurgaon.
If you look at it clinically, last-mile
delivery is just a stage in the complete
logistics management that also involves
ﬁrst-mile and long-haul movement. But
since there is no interaction of the end-user
or players involved in these stages of
logistics, they get relegated to the background. But these stages, too, decide the
cost-eﬀectiveness of the service. And while
in B2C, unit economics is the buzzword, the
B2C operations on bulk load model makes it
more responsive to cost dynamics. In other
words, the quicker and more cost-eﬀective
the supply chain in B2B, the more delighted
the end-customer, who will be passed on
the beneﬁts.

W hile not to underestimate the
challenges of customer satisfaction in a B2C
scenario, those in the B2B industry are as
overwhelming, if not more. For instance,
when it comes to delivery to government
entities – and a substantial part of B2B
industry comprises of this – there is more
emphasis on decorum and paperwork than
on time. Often, delivery to a particular
person and the designated place may not be
ﬁxed in advance. ere is also a lot of focus
on physical proof of delivery (POD). is
makes the Latitude-Longitude model and
e-POD quite meaningless. Most importantly, however, is the factor of bulk
movement and bulk delivery, which often
leads to challenges in terms of space,
manual handling and the consequent strain
on timely delivery.
Having said that, however, it is worth
mentioning here that just like in B2C
Continued on Page 2
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I’ve been struggling to ﬁnd
words to write this time. With the
COVID-19 pandemic upon us, never have
I, we, this country, or this world, ever
witnessed the times we are going through
right now. Everything as we knew it, as we
did it, is a big question mark. Precious
lives are being lost and industries have
come to a standstill. Economists are
warning us about recession. e medical
world is trying hard to grapple with the
situation even as its infrastructure is
crumbling. It’s hard to forget heartbreaking scenes of migrant labour leaving
for their villages from the cities where
they were barely eking out a living. e
dreaded COVID-19 virus is stealthily
moving around looking for more victims,
even as the scared human race is staying
away from each other, staying indoors,
hoping these dark, dystopian times will be
behind us soon. We are all hoping this will
be over soon.
Hope. e one word that has
stood by us when even the closest to us
have had doubts. As the great Buddhist
spiritual leader ich Nhat Hanh has said,
“Hope is important because it can make
the present moment less diﬃcult to bear.
If we believe that tomorrow will be better,
we can bear a hardship today.” He might as
well be talking of the present times. And
today, more than ever before, we need
hope. For hope is all we have.
Apart from hope, we also need
to have faith in our capabilities. We need
to have faith in our power to bounce back
as human beings, and promise ourselves
that these dark times will make us better
versions of ourselves. After all, this past
mont h h a s t au g ht u s t he j a r r i n g
diﬀerence between need and want, and
has put in stark contrast what we thought
were our priorities, and what really
matters.
Last but deﬁnitely not the least,
I sincerely hope that the present times
have taught us empathy – that these
troubled times urge us to feel and express
compassion and understanding for those
who might be less fortunate than us. I
hope we learn to give with kindness. I
hope we become kinder. I hope we learn
the true and real power of hope.

industry and the ever-growing
e-commerce industry, last-mile
delivery in B2B is as crucial. e
only diﬀerence is that due to the
bulk of delivery and its cost, lastmile delivery in the B2B industry
goes beyond customer experience. In the B2C industry, lastmile deliver y and the team
involved in it is the only interface
between the business platform
and the consumer. Hence, the
emphasis is on timeliness and
consumer satisfaction, and the
ability to retain the consumer or
lose her rather than the logistics
partner involved.
anks to the “Amazon” eﬀect
of speedy delivery in the ecommerce industry, however, the
B2B logistics companies have
been compelled to invest big in
the areas of technology and
automation so as to do away with
manual decision making and
intervention. is has
empowered its last-leg delivery
team with skillsets to satisfy
consumers.

The ner points of last-mile
Industry experts point out
that GST has brought about a sea
change when it comes to last-mile
delivery – it has become even
more important.
What matters in B2B today is
one’s network and last-mile.
Network, as in, how far is your
reach in terms of geography and
pin codes. It’s easier said than
done, however, since most B2B
commercial establishments are
located in special economic zones
(SEZs) or commercial areas that
are operated by their own rules of
entry and exit. ese are either
located away from cities or in farﬂung tier-II and tier-III cities.
Cases in point: R ajasthan’s
marble market in Kishangarh,
leather cities of Agra and Kanpur,
the brass industry in Moradabad,
glass items of Firozabad, the
textile hubs of Ludhiana, Tirupur
and Salem.
When it comes to last-mile, it
is crucial to consider how much
customisation you can pull oﬀ,
how fast you deliver, how much
technology you use and how
m u c h y o u a re fo c u s i n g o n
customer experience.
Anish Nair, Senior Logistics

Manager, Acer India, agrees to it.
e company is a notable vendor
in key segments such as education, desktop computers and lowproﬁle notebooks for education.
In the domestic Indian market,
the company handles a number of
government projects called direct
orders, especially in the banking,
ﬁnancial services and insurance
industry (BFSI). “ We supply
ﬁnished goods directly to their
locations; these could be single or
multiple locations. Now, there are
certain projects that we do endto-end on their behalf, and which
means a considerable degree of
variations and customisation.”
us, for instance, if the
company is supplying laptops to a
state government through its
procurement organisation, it
needs to bill it to this same
organisation and take the
product/products to its consolidation location in the state. Mr
Nair explains, “Now we can end
our transaction here, but if the
organisation realises we have a
competent vendor, it may ask us
to help it take the products to
colleges and schools.” So, he
chooses to give them further
support in terms of logistics by
taking their delivery challan and
distributing the products to the
various schools and colleges.
“Customising proactively is key
here,” says Mr Nair, adding that
the company, however, makes it
clear that it is only taking the
freight but the insurance and
other liability is the responsibility
of the state organisation, and
adds the secondary freight to its
costing.
“Customisation helps us
delight customers,” says Mr Nair,
“and outsourcing this part of the
work to us means they only have
to worry about the billing aspect,
not tracking shipments. After all,
it is easier to ask, rather than do.”
Here, too, there’s more to it
than meets the eye. Carrying out
this customisation may be easier
in bigger towns and tier-I cities,
but when it comes to geographies
such as Jammu & Kashmir and
the states in the Northeast, it’s a

TRANSPORT
and LOGISTICS

diﬀerent ballgame altogether. In
a tier-III or a tier-IV town, the
company might have to work out
a deal with an “oﬀ-loader” who
might have just a small truck.
But proactive and out-of-thebox thinking is the name of the
game in this industry. Mr Nair
gives an example of how once the
company ’s lo g istics vendor
transported the products to the
end destination, which was a
retail address and was requested
by its proprietor to deliver to a
customer. “e company actually
arranged a motorbike for the
same! us, from a 40-feet truck
to 32-feet truck, down to a 407
truck and later to minivans and
motorbikes. Last-mile delivery
c a n m e a n a ny t h i n g i n t h e
business and the company has to
be ready with prompt solutions,”
he says. In other words, the scope
for customisation and opportunities here is endless.
Industry experts also point
out that relationship building is
even more important in the B2B
last-mile delivery than B2C.
When the consignment costs are
signiﬁcantly large and time is of
the essence, competent costing
and meeting deadlines means
repeat business on the basis of
trust. Unlike the B2C industry, a
professional and competent
logistics provider brings repeat
business not only for the
consigning company but also for
itself. But to ace your game,
companies need to be not only
proactive in terms of customer
satisfaction, but they also can’t
shy away from investing in ﬁxed
assets and constantly striving to
expand their network. Safexpress
Logistics, for instance, has
focused a lot on last-mile delivery.
e result: Safexpress serves
every square inch of India.

Future forward
e biggest change one has
seen in these times of COVID-19
is companies and even government departments accepting ePODs and having to go more
digital than ever before. Acer
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India’s Anish Nair cites the
change as well and says that until
now only about 45% of corporations would accept e-PODs
and/or those that had issued
tenders through e-governance
sites. “Even public-sector banks
have begun to accept them now,”
he says, delightedly. Moving
forward, he agrees with industry
leaders who predict that these ePODs might soon become a norm
than an exception. “It’s a monthlong process otherwise, and
completely unnecessary,” says Mr
Nair, going on to explain how the
hard copy of the POD is received
from the consignment delivery
destination, sent to the cluster
station, then the regional station
and then to the processing unit.
is POD is then attached with
the freight invoice and sent to
Acer India, where it is validated,
then sent to the government
organisation for assessment and
it is then that the bills are ﬁnally
paid. “irty days, a bulk of
paperwork for just one delivery,
and so many couriers involved,”
Mr Nair rues. He also suggests

that blockchains should be
considered to make the entire
process transparent and more
tangible.
Industry leaders are also
putting their weight and money
behind greater usage of technolog y and great automation.
Safexpress Logistics is doing all
this, and has also been extremely
conscious of how B2B logistics is
a labour-intensive industry and
reducing manual interventions
can fasten the pace of operations
and impact last-mile delivery
favourably.

When it comes to
last-mile, it is crucial
to consider how
much customisation
you can pull off, how
fast you deliver, how
much technology you
use and how much
you are focusing on
customer experience.

LEADERS
Prerna Raturi

Your thoughts on this neverimagined crisis called COVID-19 in
terms of cooperation, empathy, and
helping each other. Do we need to
look beyond chequebook charity?
To be honest, there’s no
harm in chequebook charity.
That is because some people
can do good only through
m o n e y. S o m e p e o p l e a r e
needed in the ﬁeld, but there are
some who can’t take that kind of
risk but do whatever they can.
This disaster is diﬀerent from any
other disaster we have seen. It is
one that is still unfolding. Unlike
other disasters where the earth
shakes for a few moments, or
there is more water, or a drought,
we don’t know the extent of this
one. Like I said, it is still
unfolding. Unfortunately, in
India, displacement also
became a far bigger disaster
than the actual virus. Until a few
weeks ago, who would have
thought you will have to cook
food and give it to people.
It is extremely sad and
painful that when you talk about
empathy, it’s unbelievable how
insecure the larger part of the
world is. How these millions of
people, who knew that they had
to walk hundreds of km, with their
children, and they still decided to
do it. We need to relook at how
empathetic we are. People need
to have a closer look at
themselves and gauge how we
have treated our fellow citizens.
Who are these people who were
walking? There are enough
companies and enough big
people for whom ensuring food
for these people would not have
been a burden. How much does
a family need – about Rs 2,000 a
month to eat. Such was the
disconnect between these
institutions and the people that
they didn’t trust them. More than
1,000 people work with Goonj
across the country, a large
number of people come from
exactly the same demographic,

“

We have tried
to shift the
mindset of
people. Which is
why we told
people that we
won’t be going to
their houses to
pick up stuff. The
cycle of giving is
complete only
when you put in
your time and
effort into it.

“

Anshu Gupta, popularly
known as the Clothing Man, is
the Founder Director of Goonj.
One of India’s leading social
entrepreneurs, Gupta brings to
the table an instinctive empathy
and connect with people, moving
the focus from the conventional –
giver ’s pride to the unconventional – receiver’s dignity.
Asia’s Noble, the prestigious
Ramon Magsaysay award 2015,
conferred to him credited him for
‘his creative vision in
transforming the culture of giving
in India, his enterprising
leadership in treating cloth as a
sustainable development
resource for the poor, and in
reminding the world that true
giving always respects and
preserves human dignity’. Over
the years as Goonj garnered
major awards, including World
Bank’s Development
Marketplace and NASA, Gupta
won recognition as an Ashoka
Fellowship and was also
conferred with “Social
Entrepreneur of the Year Award”
by Schwab Foundation in 2012
and he was also listed as one of
India’s top social entrepreneurs
by Forbes Magazine and Fast
Company. In an exclusive
interview, Gupta talks about
impacts of COVID-19, how
Indians need more empathy, and
how Goonj walks the talk. Lightly
edited excerpts:

The world needs
more empathy
Anshu Gupta, Founder Director, Goonj, on the difference between
empathy and charity, donating and discarding, and walking the talk.
and none of them have left. That’s
because we reached out to them
and told them their food was secure,
as were their salaries. These people
who were walking to their homes
had no conﬁdence in the
governments, in the people they
work for, in their neighbours…. We
need to redeﬁne empathy.
Goonj has been there lending a hand in
several disasters. Do you think people
are giving more, sharing more this time?
People respond in every
disaster. The magnitude of this one
is unprecedented, it is all over the
country, the world. Until now, we’d
witnessed a disaster in a particular
region. We all are aﬀected due to
COVID-19, to a certain extent.
People are really trying to make a
diﬀerence and I am overwhelmed by
the social development sector, all
small and big NGOs, individuals,
who are out there, helping others in
the ﬁeld.
If you could briey run us through the
journey of a coat that one wants to pass
on to someone else. How does it go from
my hands into the hands of, say, a
grandfather in Bihar?
Every piece of garment goes
through a rigorous process of sorting
and processing. Only the good really
goes to people who deserve it. We
have several hubs that collect all
kinds of material – from clothes and
utensils to toiletries, school material
and so on. Our hubs include those in
Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi,
Hyderabad, Kolkata, Cochin and
Rishikesh. Largely, it becomes a part
of a family kit, which weighs anything
between 18-25 kg, and includes
utensils, clothes, toiletries, mats
made of waste cloth, and sanitary
napkins made out of old, clean cloth.

Your coat will also become a part of
that kit and may travel to any of the
23 states Goonj operates in either
directly or through our partners.
Another thing you need to
remember is that we don’t do any
charity. Village communities take up
their hard-core issues such as water,
infrastructure, sanitation, schools,
and so on. They get together to
either clean up a pond, dig a well,
build a road, create a school
infrastructure, large-scale planting,
and other activities. After working for
a few days, they receive this family
kit with a lot of dignity. It is like a
barter system and the giving is
digniﬁed. There is nothing that is
given as charity.
The grid that we have created in
the past twenty-one years, has
many faces in it – you have rural
community leaders, NGOs,
community-based organisations,
resident welfare associations,
schools, corporations and so on.
The biggest asset for us is this grid
that enables us to respond so fast.
For a social enterprise such as Goonj,
keeping overheads low is crucial. How
does Goonj ensure this?
Can you imagine that an
organisation that has a 1,000-plus
salaried people all over the country,
working on hardcore logistics, is still
running on Rs 30 crore? This has
been possible because never has
Goonj bought even a single sheet of
A4 paper – we use paper that has
already been used on one side. We
have never bought a single piece of
furniture. Of course, we have a lot of
mismatched brightly-colour
furniture, but it has all been given.
We practise what we tell the society
to do. We are an extremely frugal
organisation and work on optimum
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utilisation of resources. For
instance, if we use a two-way truck
to transport furniture, we make sure
that there is something ﬁlled inside
the drawers and the almirah.
Do you think Indians share more now
than, say, a decade ago? If yes, what has
brought about that change?
Not just in India, it has changed
worldwide. There are more avenues
to give, more communication, and it
has aﬀected every single thing in our
lives. But then a decade ago, we
didn’t eat as much junk food as we
do now, neither did we order in as
much as we do now. Having said
that, however, I still believe that
Indians need to do more for the
society, and give not just to religious
institutions.
All over the world, many
religious institutions have more
money than governments do. They
can do wonders with that money
during COVID-19. They were, in any
case, given this money to do good
for society at large. But coming back
to Indians, we need to be more
sensitive for our fellow beings. We
need to remove these absolutely
unnecessary and undigniﬁed words,
such as “beneﬁciary”, “bechara”,
“majdoor”, “gawar”, “illiterate”.
How does Goonj make the "giving"
easier and convenient for the donor?
We have removed the word
“donor” from our terminology.
Whether you want to believe it or not,
whenever we want to give away our
old stuﬀ, we don’t “donate”, we
“discard”. After wearing a T-shirt for
two years, how can we say, “I’m
donating it?” Better to say, “I’m
discarding it, I’m giving it away.” Two,
let’s also not forget to be thankful
who are working on it – people like
us – and those who are using it.

These two entities give a lot of
respect to your hard-earned
money. That’s because if you didn’t
have a channel of giving it away,
you’d have thrown it away where it
would rot in a dustbin.
We have tried to shift the
mindset of people. Which is why
we told people that we won’t be
going to their house to pick up stuﬀ.
The cycle of giving is complete
only when you put in your time and
eﬀort into it. A lot of homes
volunteered to become dropping
centres, and many retail chains
and corporations started reaching
out to us. For instance, Raymond
ran a pan-India campaign, Myntra
does it too, as does Big Bazaar.
Slowly, we started to sensitise
people to spread the word and tell
their neighbours and friends about
it. It empowered them to realise
that they can inﬂuence others to
give as well.
Also, we don’t give certiﬁcates
to our volunteers. Our belief is that
we give them a chance to be part of
the family and there is gratitude,
but no certiﬁcates, please. This
approach has made people view
us diﬀerently. It’s become a mass
movement, more like.
Goonj would be little if not for its strong
leadership and stronger team. For
ever yone to work on the same
philosophy, it can’t just be a trickledown effect. It has to be 100%
commitment to what Goonj as an
organisation believes in, be it you or
your teammate working in a far-ung
village. How does that happen?
We don’t do rigorous training
or such exercises. Everyone
learns on the job. What you have to
understand about people like us is
that we don’t have a halo around
us; we are ordinary citizens.
People will follow what we say only
if we walk the talk. For instance,
during the current COVID-19
disaster, if I’m active for twenty
hours while working from home,
my entire team is there. They aren’t
just following me; we are already
working with a system in place.
There are so many people who
want to do good work – all you
have to do is create that
atmosphere, that ecosystem.
What is also important is creating
an ecosystem of trust. During
COVID, if you can tell a casual
labourer that his job is safe, do you
think he will leave?

INSIDEOUT

THE SLIGHT EDGE
Indian-origin CEOs
are showing the
world what it takes
to manage global
businesses. But
what makes
them tick?

Indians rst
Arvind Krishna, CEO, IBM: Headed IBM’s
cloud and cognitive software unit before being
appointed for the top job. A graduate of Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT), Kanpur, Krishna did
his PhD from the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. He was the architect of the historic
deal with Red Hat for USD 34 billion, IBM’s biggest purchase so far, and
also the largest software acquisition in history. At the age of 57, Krishna
took over as the CEO on April 6, 2020.
Sundar Pichai, CEO Google and parent
Alphabet Inc: Sundar Pichai took over as
the CEO of Google LLC in August, 2015.
Born in Madurai, Tamil Nadu, Pichai did his
BTech in metallurgical engineering from IIT
Kharagpur. Having earned a scholarship to

Prerna Raturi
Arvind Krishna’s appointment as the
Chief Executive Oﬃcer of International
Business Machines (IBM) was good
news for the company even before he sat
on the hot seat; he takes over the
company reins from Virginia M (Ginni)
Rometty in April, 2020. Right after the
announcement was made on January 30
this year, IBM’s share price went up by as
much as 5%. It was almost like the
markets had given the company decision
a thumbs-up.
In a press statement, Rometty said,
“Arvind is the right CEO for the next era at
IBM. He is a brilliant technologist who has
played a signiﬁcant role in developing our
key technologies such as artiﬁcial
intelligence, cloud, quantum computing
and blockchain. He is also a superb
operational leader, able to win today while
building the business of tomorrow….
Through his multiple experiences running
businesses in IBM, Arvind has built an
outstanding track record of bold
transformations and proven business
results, and is an authentic, values-driven
leader. He is well-positioned to lead IBM
and its clients into the cloud and cognitive
era.”
“Arvind thinks and executes squarely
at the intersection of business and
technology,” said Alex Gorsky, Chairman,
IBM Board’s Executive Compensation
and Management Resources Committee,
adding, “He is an ideal leader to succeed
Ginni and take IBM and its clients into the
next chapter of the cloud and cognitive
era.”
It isn’t just Krishna that a top global
company has put its faith in. In the past
decade or two, it has been proven time
and again that corporate leaders of Indian

origin have what it takes to walk the global
markets tightrope. Case in point: Sundar
Pichai of Google LLC, Satya Nadella of
Microsoft, Shantanu Narayen of Adobe
and, of course, PepsiCo’s Indra Nooyi
(she stepped down from the top job in
2018, but only after putting Indians on
global C-suite map).
What is it about Indians and/ or the
people of Indian origin that works so well
for global companies? Late management
guru C K Prahalad, who was once called
the “most inﬂuential living business
thinker in the world”, said in an interview,
“Growing up in India is an extraordinary
preparation for management. One, you
grow up in large families so you always
have to make compromises; you have to
learn to accommodate. And India is a very
diverse culture, in terms of languages,
religions and income levels – so you start
adjusting and coping with diversity at a
very personal level as a child.” In a huge
corporate setup where you ﬁnd
executives and trainees from practically
all over the world, an Indian CEO ﬁts right
in, not only because he understands
diversity, but also because he knows he’s
one of the “them” – the expatriate, the one
on a student visa, the one whose roots
are far, far away.
The last bit about diversity is a
signiﬁcant point that Prahalad made. In a
country where culture, climate, tradition,
language – and prejudices – change
every few hundred km, Indians learn early
to “adjust” and learn from others, and not
be complacent. A land where the entire
agriculture depends on bountiful
monsoon rains from the skies, you also
learn to hope and be resilient. All of these
are invaluable lessons as a top guy in a
global company.
Going back to Prahalad’s pearls of

wisdom yet again, it is indeed true that an
Indian has to learn to cooperate and
compromise from a young age, be it
sharing a cupboard with siblings, having
to forgo your favourite omelette because
the patriarch of the family says, “Not on
Tuesday!”, or that if the elders want to
watch news on TV, you have to hand over
the remote control.
Talking a little more about diversity,
most Indians know at least one more
Indian language than their mother
tongue, and can probably get by with a
couple of more languages/ dialects. The
same attitude holds them in good stead in
other foreign countries, and they
proactively try to learn the new lingo.
Sundar Pichai, a Tamilian, has talked
about how he struggled with Hindi when
he arrived in Kharagpur for his
engineering. Soon, however, his instinct
to survive took over and Pichai learnt the
language – with some slang to boot – and
managed well for the rest of his stay
there.
It’s also true that the chaotic country
we call home makes its citizens resilient
to ambiguity. It is more natural for Indians
to be ready for any and everything as
opposed to people from, say, a European
country. Trains getting delayed, ﬂights
postponed, meetings delayed, abrupt
change in schedules, traﬃc jams,
unannounced visitors, are all part of a
day’s work for an Indian. This India may
be frustrating for some, but for us Indians,
it keeps us on our toes, ever ready for any
eventuality, with a strong sense of selfreliance and learning to take daily
challenges in our stride. For a CEO of a
global company, these are traits that
prove to be invaluable, albeit diﬃcult to
learn. For us Indians, well, we come
programmed that way. It has also been

proven that Indians are the most hardworking people in the world. This was
shown by a 2018 study by Kronos
Incorporated, an international Human
Resource Management company. A
whopping 69% full-time Indian
employees were willing to work ﬁve days
a week. This was followed by Mexico
(43%) and the US (27%). On the other
hand, the UK (16%), France (17%), and
Australia (19%) considered least satisﬁed
with a ﬁve-day working week. In other
words, armed with a will to put in those
extra hours, pushing through a wall of
obstacles and challenges, the Indian
CEO has what it takes to fulﬁl the
mandate of a company and its
stakeholders.
But before we start unfurling the
tricolour and proclaim “Indians makes the
best CEOs”, we need to dig deeper. Is it
just a case of optics and looking at the
“trend” through a prism of the proud
Indian? After all, most global Indian
leaders (see Box: Indians ﬁrst) in the
recent past have pitted their brains
against the best in prestigious US
universities. Some experts are also of the
opinion that the fact that so many Indians
are making it big in the west isn’t such
good news for India as a country. Maybe
they choose other western countries for
their careers because they know they
won’t get such opportunities in India.
To sum up then, it can be said that
while people of Indian origin getting the
best seat on the table is indeed a matter of
pride, we need to have a keen look at our
business ethics and functions– and pay
packages – in India and make them
attractive enough for Indian talent to stay
within the country and add to its
intellectual and capital wealth.

study material science and on semi-conductors in Physics from Stanford
University, Pichai went on to do his MBA from Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania. He joined Google in 2004, where he led
production management and innovation eﬀorts for products such as
Google Chrome OS and Google Drive.

Ajaypal Singh Banga, President and CEO,
Mastercard: A Padma Shri recipient, Ajaypal Singh
Banga is a graduate in economics from Delhi
University’s prestigious St Stephens College, and
holds an MBA degree from Indian Institute of
Management, Ahmedabad. Banga has been the CEO and President of
Mastercard since April 2010. In 2015, former US President Barack
Obama appointed him to serve as member of the President’s Advisory
Committee for Trade Policy and Negotiations.
Rajeev Suri, President and CEO, Nokia: A graduate in engineering
(electronics and communications) from
Manipal Institute of Technology, Suri took
over as the CEO of Nokia in 2014, and has
been the driving force behind Nokia’s recent
transformation, including its acquisition of
Alcatel-Lucent and successful expansion into enterprise vertical markets,
the creation of a standalone software business and the return of the Nokia
brand to mobile phones.
Vasant Kalathur Narasimhan, CEO, Novartis International: A
physician by profession, Narasimhan was
appointed the CEO of Novartis in 2018; Novartis is
one of the world’s largest pharmaceutical
companies by both market capitalisation and
sales. Narasimhan graduated in biological
sciences from the University of Chicago, did his MD from Harvard Medical
School, and got a master’s degree in public policy from the John F

Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft: Born in Hyderabad, Nadella ﬁnished his

Kennedy School of Government. He has led a strategic and cultural

electrical engineering from Manipal Institute

transformation at Novartis to build a leading medicines company globally

of Technology, and went on to get a master’s

powered by advanced therapy platform and data science.

degree in computer science from the
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. A

Jayshree V Ullal, President and CEO, Arista Networks: Born in

management graduate from the University of

London and raised in New Delhi, Ullal did her

Chicago Booth School of Business, Nadella was the executive vice

graduation in electrical engineering from San

president of Microsoft’s Cloud and Enterprise Group, before being

Francisco State University, and her post-

elevated to the post of CEO. He is credited with putting Microsoft on a new

graduation in engineering management from

growth curve after the company was almost written oﬀ as stagnating.

Santa Clara University. At Arista, Ullal is

Today, with a market capitalisation of over USD 1 trillion, Microsoft is one

responsible for the cloud networking company’s business and thought

of the most valuable companies in the world.

leadership. She has led the company to a historic and successful IPO in

Shantanu Narayen, CEO, Adobe System:

June 2014, from zero to multibillion-dollar business.

An engineer from the University College of

S a n d e e p M a t h r a n i , C E O , We Wo r k :

E n g i n e e r i n g , O s m a n i a U n i v e r s i t y,

Appointed as the CEO of the beleaguered

Hyderabad, Narayen has an MS from

collaborative workspace start-up this

Bowling Green State University, and is a

February, the 57-year-old Mathrani was

management graduate from the University

welcomed by Marcelo Claure, Executive

of California. Having started his corporate career at Apple Inc., Narayen

Chairman, and praised for his “turnaround expertise”. A real estate

went on to join Adobe as a senior vice president way back in 1998, when

industry veteran, he did his graduation and postgraduation from Stevens

he was responsible for worldwide product research. He was appointed as

Institute of Technology, and acquired a management degree from the

the CEO of Adobe in November 2007.

same institute.
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SMEWATCH

Living it up
No longer a trend, veganism is a lifestyle being chosen
by people who care for themselves and the environment.
How is the SME industry catering to this boom?

Ritu Raj

T

he world will never be the same post
COVID-19. Whether we like it or not,
we will have to, more than ever before,
listen to scientists and environmentalists. We
will have to pay special attention to what we
put in our bodies, the kind of food ecology we
are promoting with our eating habits and take
responsibility for it. e call for plant-based
diet is only going to become louder and more
pertinent in today’s times. And veganism,
which is gaining more and more ground every
year, will fast become less of a fad or a trend
and more of a dietary choice and a norm.
W hat really is veganism, however?
Veganism is a way of living which seeks to
exclude, as far as is possible and practicable, all
forms of exploitation, and cruelty to, animals
for food, clothing, or any other purpose. In
terms of diet then, a vegan not only is
vegetarian, but also turns down dairy products
and other animal products such as honey,
leather, and even wool.
For the past decade or so, the vegan
population in the world is rapidly increasing
and is driving the market up a trajectory of
growth. e reasons are plenty. For starters,
going vegan means you have slammed the
doors in the face of animal cruelty and have
prevented a tremendous amount of animal
slaughter and suﬀering.
It is a way to express compassion for every
sentient being and are acknowledging
coexistence with other living beings on this
planet, rather than imagining humans as being
on top of the food chain. Not just that, the
animal farming industry today is not only
extremely cruel to the animals, it is also being
called out for unhealthy practices such as
pumping its livestock with antibiotics, steroids
and hormones that can cause a lot of damage to
the human body.
Veganism has countless health beneﬁts,
too. A well-planned vegan diet can fuel the
highest levels of ﬁtness and reduces the risk of
chronic diseases. Research proves that vegan
diet is higher in ﬁbre and lower in cholesterol.
It also oﬀers a potent way to shrink our
environmental footprint. According to the
U n i t e d Na t i o n s ’ Fo o d & A g r i c u l t u re
Organization (FAO), the livestock sector is one
of the most polluting industries and contributes to 18% of total CO2 emissions, 37% of all
man-made methane emissions, as well as
deforestation, with 30% of the earth’s land
surface used for permanent pasture.
At a time when climate change is a reality
and we all need to take responsible steps
towards reducing our carbon footprint,
veganism seems to be the perfect answer. It
has been further encouraged by an increasing

number of celebrities and sportspeople opting
to go vegan for a period, or permanently (See
Box: e vegan bandwagon). A lot of research is

proactive steps towards addressing animal
cruelty, environmental degradation and
leading healthier, cleaner lives. e proof lies

Other brands such as Break of Dawn
and Wegun sell plant milks. Bangalorebased Jus’ Amazin sells not just nut
butters but also almond paste. You
also have vegan cheese brands such
as Bombay Cheese Company, Soft
Spot Foods, Domingo Cheese, Live
Yum Foods, and Cowvathi.

also going into experimenting with plantbased recipes and even big food and fast-food
companies are looking at alternatives to meatbased foods.
According to a 2019 research report by
Acumen Research & Consulting, the global
vegan food market value is estimated to reach
around USD 24.3 billion by 2026, and will grow
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
above 9.1% over the forecast time frame. Back
home in India, veganism is a growing lifestyle
choice among those who want to take

in the huge number of small enterprises that
are catering to the vegan market in India and
are coming up with options for milk, dairy
products and meat.
There is the Delhi-based Ahimsa Food,
which produces a number of mock meat
products under their brand name “Veggie
Champ”. So, you have vegan hot dogs, vegan
salami, vegan Nawabi kebabs and an awardwinning vegan burger as well. ey also have
mock duck, mock ﬁsh, mock mutton and will
be introducing mock chicken soon. Soya

Vegan bandwagon
Virat Kohli, Captain, Indian cricket team
Sunil Chhetri, Captain, Indian football team
Lewis Hamilton, Formula 1 racing driver
Serena Williams, International tennis player
Joaquin Phoenix, American actor and Academy award winner
Benedict Cumberbatch, British actor and celebrity
Beyoncé, Singer-songwriter-entrepreneur
Gisele Bundchen, Supermodel
James Cameron, Movie director
Hannah Teter, Olympic snowboarder
Fabian Delph, Footballer
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product manufacturing company Vezlay has
introduced a host of delicious products such as
rogan josh, seekh kebab, chops, and tikka options.
Another mock meat manufacturing brand
GoodDot, which is based out of Udaipur, oﬀers
Proteiz and veg meat, which works well as
imitation mutton. Vegeta’s Gold oﬀers sausages,
ﬁllets and patties that are made of soya nuggets
and shiitake mushrooms.
Innumerable small enterprises and cottage
industry companies today sell tofu (alternative to
paneer) and a variety of non-dairy milk such as
soya milk, almond milk and coconut milk. Apart
from the giant Godrej’s Soﬁt brand, which sells
soya milk, there is Goodmylk, which oﬀers a
variety of plant milks. e company sells an array
of vegan milk and curd options such as peanut and
rice curd, almond milk and coconut milk. e
company is being acknowledged by investors as
well, and has raised Rs 3 crore in its second seed
round of funding this February. en there is
Faymylk, which is known best for its unsweetened
almond milk that is made from almonds sourced
from Kashmir.
Other brands such as Mumbai’s Break of
Dawn, and Chennai’s Wegun sell plant milks and
are increasingly becoming popular. Bangalorebased Jus’Amazin sells not just nut butters but
also almond paste that can be made into milk by
simply mixing with water. You also have vegan
cheese brands such as Bombay Cheese Company,
Soft Spot Foods, Domingo Cheese, Live Yum
Foods, and Cowvathi.
You can’t talk of plant milk and dairy
alternatives without including ice creams into the
conversation. White Cub, one of the ﬁrst vegan ice
cream brands in India, has made a name for itself
not only for its delicious scoops of ice creams but
also for vegan cakes, yogurt, plant milk and other
desserts. ere are other popular vegan ice cream
brands as well, such as So Delicious, Luna and
Larry, Almond Dream, Breyers and NadaMoo.
What’s more, even biggies such as Ben and Jerry’s
are oﬀering vegan ice cream!
Want to eat out and celebrate your veganism?
A number of restaurants serving only plant-based
foods have come up all over India. Bangalore’s
Carrots Restaurant is becoming increasingly
popular not only for its pastas but also desserts
and smoothies. There is Rose Café in Delhi,
Kitchen Garden by Suzette and Sequel Bistro and
Juice Bar in Mumbai, Wabi Sabi in Kolkata,
Greenr Café in Gurgaon and Bean Me Up in Goa,
which are all receiving good press. A number of
standalone cafes, ﬁne-dining restaurants and
chains of fast-food restaurants are also proudly
oﬀering vegan food options on their menu.
Give veganism a shot, we say! If not permanently, then for a while, or for a few days a month.
Do it for yourself and for Mother Earth.

INFOCUS
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The nJFM
this quarter
AMJ quarter,
commenced
the company
with the
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in multiple
events and
enthusiastic
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of Safexpress
in
conferences
throughout
the ﬁrm
country.
various
events across
India. The
has
Safexpress
ACMAreputed
CEO’s
marked its participated
presence ininvarious
Round
Tableand
Meet,
India Food
Forum,
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exhibitions
namely,
India
Auto
Food Expo
ForumComponents,
2020 held inFootwear
Mumbai, India
15th
Expo, Manufacturing Supply Chain
Auto Expo Components, New Delhi, 11th
Summit. The company also took part in
Footwear
India Expo
held in,
New
Indore
Garment
Fair 2020.
Due
to Delhi,
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Manufacturing
Chain
2020event
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Corona Virus,Supply
our most
awaited
Mumbai
many
more. fest which was to
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year –and
Delhi
Literature
be held on 6th to 8th March 2020 at Delhi
Haat, INA was postponed.

Safexpress in this quarter also received the
prestigious "Best Service Provider in
Delivery Performance
Award
" conferred
Safexpress
wins the “Best
Service
Provider
by Delivery
Honda Performance”
Motors India award
in their
Annual
in
conferred
Transporters
MeetIndia
2019in- their
20, held
at
by
Honda Motors
Annual
Tapukhera
Plant,
Transporters
Meet.Bhiwadi, Rajasthan. The
Special Guest of the Event was Kenichi
Takashima, President, Honda Motor India
Private Limited.

COVID-19 has hit the world right across its face and we continue to reel from its effects.
What does the dreaded pandemic mean for companies and their management?
Ritu Raj

W

here does one even start
when we are still
scrambling in the dark.
e coronavirus pandemic has
changed so much in our lives, and
we’re just about coming to terms
with the new “normal”. e medical
world is working round the clock to
develop a vaccine for the dreaded
infection, governments are working
overtime to ensure its citizens are
safe and taken care of, individuals
and non-government organisations
are addressing the woe of millions of
migrant labour who need food and
want to go home, and the masses are
taking each day as it comes. Talking
about the future needs huge reserves
of hope and optimism, both of which
seem to be in short supply.
is is not just true for our daily
lives, but also for businesses, be it
small or large. With little to no
demand for most products – except
food and related items – and services,
companies are struggling with cash
ﬂow, payment of overheads and are
still in the dark about predicting
future demand. e pandemic has
also had an adverse impact on the
supply of goods and services. If there
is one word to describe how the
business fraternity is feeling, it is
“uncertain”.
At such a time of uncertainty,
what is the way forward for businesses? Is there a way to survive the
present and plan for the future? For
starters, being proactive and the
concept of learning-unlearningrelearning has become more

important than ever before. Even
before that, however, there is a need
to repeat what our prime minister has
already said – we need to save both
lives and livelihoods.
A March 25, 2020, statement that
was issued by the Economic Strategy
Group of e Aspen Institute, put it
succinctly, “Saving lives and saving
the economy are not in conﬂict right
now; we will hasten the return to
robust activity by taking steps to stem
the spread of the virus and save lives.”
In other words, the more precautions we take to
keep coronavirus
at bay, the better
it is for not just
human lives but
the economy as
well. As a small
example, the
commitment to
prac t ice s o c i al
distancing will go
a long way, be it in
our personal lives
or at workplace.
As mentioned earlier, we cannot
focus on business and livelihoods.
Wheels turning, however slowly, will
m e a n t h a t w o r k i s u n d e r w ay,
products and services will be delivered, capital will be raised, and people
will be paid, which will further push
the wheels of the economy to move.
Companies that have invested in good
information technology stand to gain
today in the times of coronavirus, as
well as in future. It helped companies
oﬀer its employees the option of work
from home (WFH) while also having
the tools to gauge the amount of work

done, conduct meetings with the
management, clients and prospective
clients, make use of cloud services,
and so on.
For any organisation today, the
role of the human resource (HR)
department can’t be highlighted
enough. From standard operating
procedure (SOP) for conducting
business at oﬃce premises while
ensuring staﬀ safety, to smooth
operations of WFH for others,
keeping employee morale high,
reporting, and trying to do all this and

Saving lives and saving the
economy are not in conict
right now; we will hasten the
return to robust activity by
taking steps to stem the spread
of the virus and save lives.
more digitally – there’s a lot on every
HR manager’s plate at present. A
proactive HR department has not
only put all these systems in place, it
is in constant touch with the management about the way forward, since
this is a crisis that is still unfolding.
With no books or case studies to refer
to, the challenge has become even
tougher. It is also a time for the top
management to keep its wits about
itself and stay calm during these
disturbing times. Good leadership
will need to chalk out a clear set of
priorities and stay committed to
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them. It is also the time for out-ofthe-box thinking and all ideas,
strategies and plans must be considered and evaluated. ere is a need for
the management to reach out to its
employees, vendors and other
stakeholders, be honest and frank
about the current situation and share
what it might mean for the company
in the current ﬁnancial year, while
also staying optimistic and charting
out a growth plan despite COVID-19.
Companies will also need to
formulate a real, implementable plan
to support and protect its employees.
After all, they are the real strength
behind a company ’s brand, its
turnover and its very existence.
Last, but deﬁnitely not the least,
companies need to identify the
challenges in its supply chains, ﬁx
broken links and work on its product
and/ or service commitments. All
communication channels should be
open and delivery and recovery plans
must be put in place. Companies
might even need to tweak their
supply chains and factor in a lot of
processes digitally.
As mentioned earlier, this is a
crisis like no other and is still
unfolding. us, it is crucial to stay
tuned to what is happening in the
world today, what steps countries/organisations are taking to cope
with COVID-19, what progress the
medical world is making to battle it,
what are the areas that seem to be
needing more attention than the rest,
how and if the infection curve is
ﬂattening or even, ﬁngers crossed,
dipping, and so on.
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On 9th March 2020, Safexpress celebrated
Holi at the corporate ofﬁce. All the
Like every year, Holi celebrations went very
employees were supposed to be in
well
at Safexpress.
The theme of the festival
Ethnic
wear.
this year was ‘Green Holi’. Employees at the
Corporate ofﬁce were greeted with sweets
and traditional tilak on their forehead.
Employees on this auspicious day attended
the ofﬁce in the traditional ethnic attire,
which brought about a very positive change
in the ofﬁce ambiance.

OFFBEAT

The customer
isn’t always right

Companies are catching up on the trend in India, too. There is the
Left Hand Shop, which sells a number of products – from scissors,
cutters, pens, sharpeners, geometry boxes, to cricket kits.

home in India, being a lefthanded is frowned upon
Once upon a time, in the Western and you aren’t supposed
civilisation, being left-handed came with a lot of to eat with it, light the lamp
stigma. It was connected with brain damage, or oﬀer ﬂowers to the
disease, and even evil. Do you know, for Hindu deities with the left hand, or even serve
instance, that the word for “left” is derived from food. Until a few decades ago, children who
the same root as the word for “sinister”? Back showed signs of being left-handed were cajoled
to write and eat with their right
hands.
Thankfully, things are looking
up for left-handed people now.
Experts cite scientiﬁc evidence to
prove that left-handed people have
a more developed right
hemisphere of their brains – the
analogue portion, which is said to
control music, art, creativity,
perception, emotions and an
overall holistic thinking mode.
What’s more, left-handers have a
larger corpus callosum – the
bundle of nerves that connects the
two brain hemispheres. This
increased size of the corpus
callosum improves interhemispheric connectivity and, in
Mozart: Musical genius
turn, intellectual performance.
With several famous
Michelangelo: Artist
southpaws in the limelight (see
Leonardo da Vinci: Artist, inventor
BOX: Lefties lead the way), there
Marie Curie: Scientist, Nobel Laureate
has been a further acceptance of
people using their left hands. Case
Lewis Carroll: Writer
in point: Barack Obama, Steve
Paul McCartney: Musician
Jobs, Bill Gates, Napoleon
David Bowie: Musician
Bonaparte, Leonardo da Vinci,
Barack Obama: Former President, USA
Marie Curie, Jimi Hendrix and so
many more. Data reveals that
Bill Gates: Co-Founder, Microsoft
approximately 10% of the world’s
Paul Simon: Musician
population is left-handed.
Jimi Hendrix: Musician
And yet, this population
struggles with everyday challenges
Oprah Winfrey: TV show host, writer,
such as operating a pair of
entrepreneur
scissors, kitchen knives and
Amitabh Bachchan: Actor
peelers, computer devices such as
Napoleon Bonaparte: Statesman, military
mouse and trackball, or specialised
tools such as a power saw, musical
leader
instruments such as a guitar, and
Charlie Chaplin: Actor-director
ﬁrearms. And god forbid if a leftPrerna Raturi

Sometimes,
she’s left-handed.
How companies
are catering to
the southpaws
of the world.

handed person gets a wraparound desk to write (thelefthandshop.in), which sells a number of
an exam! You would have to a contortionist to products – from scissors, cutters, pens,
lean across on the right side of your chair and sharpeners, geometry boxes, to cricket kits.
The company’s founder Sandeep Pavitter
then write with your left hand.
Thankfully, in an age when enterprising Singh also sells products under his own brand
individuals are looking at addressing niche name – MyLeft – which he created after seeing
markets and don’t shy away from catering to a his left-handed son struggle with products
market that is remarkably small in terms of meant for right-handed people; the products for
volume, the left-handed population can ﬁnally lefties that were available in the market were
get their own stationary, pencil sharpeners, way too expensive. One of MyLeft’s most
scissors and cameras. The world over, a popular product is a Rs 99 pouch that includes
number of small businesses have come up that left-handed school stationary. The Left Out
are catering to such people, and even larger Store, which sells directly through its Instagram
businesses are introducing products for left- channel, sells a wide range of stationary for
handed people. The German instruments lefties.
Businesses noticing the challenges that
company STAEDTLER, for instance, makes
scissors and pens for lefties, and is selling them lefties face in a primarily right-handed world is
like hot cakes. For the curious, a number of yet another example of ﬁnding solutions for a
lefties move their hand over the print to write the problem, and showcasing products for people
who haven’t been heard so far.
next sentence, which means they
aren’t able to see the text above,
and most times, smudge the ink.
Pens for lefties have ink that dries
much faster. A number of online
shopping portals such as Amazon,
and several international
businesses sell such products.
A number of watch companies
sell time pieces that don’t have to
be worn on the left – dominant – The
Theworld's
world’sfirst
rstspecialist
specialistleftlefthand with the watch crown on the h a n d e d s t o r e , A n y t h i n g L e f t
handed store, Anything Left
right side of the watch. For a lefthanded person, that would mean Handed,
Handed,opened
openedfor
forbusiness
businessinin
that the crown constantly digs into
London’sWest
WestEnd,
End,way
wayback
backinin
her wrist or may get damaged. London's
Brands such as CITIZEN, Invicta, 1968. Today, the company has shut
1968. Today, the company has shut
OMEGA, TUDOR Pelagos,
nd
r tr at ar r s st ot or er e, ,
PUMA, Apple, Hamilton, Oﬃcine i tis
t sb rbirci kc-ka- a
n -dm
- mo o
Panerai, Nixon, and TAG Heuer
however,
however,and
andmoved
moveditsitsbusiness
business
make watches especially for
people who want to wear them on o o
nn
l i lni n
ee
. .A n
Aontoht eh re ri cioc no inci cs tsot roer e
their right hand. The catch: Classy
remainsSan
SanFrancisco's
Francisco’sLefty's,
Lefty’s,
and niche here translates into remains
expensive.
whichisisalso
alsothe
theworld's
world’soldest
oldest
which
Companies are
storecatering
cateringtotosouthpaws.
southpaws.
catching up on the trend in India, store
too. There is The Left Hand Shop

Lefties lead the way

Did you know?

Fasttrack is an award-winning quarterly magazine from Safexpress – 'Knowledge Leader' as well as 'Market Leader' of the Indian Supply Chain & Logistics industry. The magazine provides keen insights into Supply Chain
practices and Management concepts, along with specialised and well–researched content on the latest trends in the economy. Fasttrack has been reaching out to the top CXOs of India Inc for over a decade. Please do write
to us with your views on our magazine at fasttrack@safexpress.com.
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